
EYFS Summer 1-Healthy Bodies

This half term children will be learning about what they need to keep their bodies healthy including, hygiene,

exercise and healthy eating. We will be learning especially about oral health and how we can keep our teeth and

gums healthy. This half term we will also be celebrating Eid and the King's coronation.

Literacy

Reading/Phonics

Children will continue to read books matched to their

phonics knowledge in small groups three times a week,

as well as developing their reading for pleasure both at

school and at home. In phonics children will consolidate

the GPC’s they have learnt previously and move onto

phase 4 of the Little Wandle programme. Children will

also learn to read words with root words ending in –ing,

-ed, ed, and –est.

Talk for Writing

This half term our talk for writing books are Eat Your

Greens Goldilocks, Give us a Smile Cinderella,

Nonfiction Bodies.

Writing in Provision

Children will be using the skills and knowledge they have

been taught to work towards writing independently

phonetically plausible sentences.

Story Time

Cotton Wool Colin, Sleepy Bumblebee, Non Fiction

Look Inside Your Body

Maths

This half term children will be consolidating their

subitising arrangement knowledge, including those which

expose ‘1 more’ or ‘doubles’ patterns. Children will use

their subitising skills to enable them to identify when

patterns show the same number but in a different

arrangement, or when patterns are similar but have a

different number within 10. Children will also continue

to develop verbal counting to 20 and beyond, including

starting from different numbers.

.

Key Questions

• How can we keep our teeth and

gums healthy?

• What do we mean by healthy

eating?

• What other ways can we keep

our body healthy?

Communication and Language

Children will be developing their vocabulary

related to keeping our bodies healthy and the

importance of moderation. Children will be

encouraged to use this vocabulary in the

context of their independent learning. We

will be reading a mixture of non-fiction,

fiction, poems and rhymes linked to our

theme.



Personal, Social and Emotional

Development

Children will be setting themselves personal goals

and becoming more responsible for knowing what

they need to do next to improve. They will continue

to share texts that explore different types of

emotions. Children will learn about how important it

is to be healthy through good hygiene and personal

care and how important it is to look after their own

bodies and minds. We will look at some short hit sessions.

Physical Development

This half term children will continue to develop

their fine motor skills through daily funky fingers

activities and consolidate both lowercase and

uppercase letter formation in a daily handwriting

practise. Children will be refining their fine motor

skills through self-selecting tools such as

woodwork, sewing, clay and painting.

Friday will continue to be our taught P.E.

lesson. This half term children will be

learning basketball skills.

Understanding of the World

Children will learn about:

• What distinguishes a fruit from a

vegetable.

• Which fruits and vegetables are grown

locally.

• The life cycle of a strawberry plant.

• Planting strawberries, peas and spinach. •
Fruits and vegetables from different parts of

the world.

• Sports from different parts of the world. •
Sports and games/physical exercise that

children did in the past, especially the

Victorian era.

Comparing hand and foot size.

• How is Eid celebrated?

Expressive Arts and Design

Children will:

• Learn about the artist Giuseppe Archimoldo. •
Explore making fruit and vegetables faces and

printing.

• Using a variety of tools including woodwork and

sewing needles.

• Designing and making a healthy snack for Eid.

•Smaller paint brushes, pencils and pens will be
provided for more detailed art.


